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FOR Q&A SYSTEMS

Abstract Q&A systems are becoming a vital source of knowledge in many different do-

mains. In some cases, they are also associated with services which provide

employers with important information regarding the expertise of its potential

employees. Therefore, the reputation earned in such communities can be asso-

ciated with better job opportunities, and its significance is increasing. However,

in a community where there is no direct financial motivation for participation,

a reputation score is not solely an expertise metric. It is also a powerful motiva-

tor for remaining an active community member. Regardless of this complexity,

algorithms for calculating reputation scores need to be as easy to understand

(and implement) as possible. Therefore, the designers of the Q&A reputation

system often implement a set of fixed rules, to some extent trading quality

for quantity. Our goal is to study whether (and how) temporal statistics of

a Q&A website can be incorporated into its reputation system. We want the

proposed mechanism to dynamically adjust the impact of a single-answer eval-

uation on the reputation of its producer. We would like the proposed model to

accurately reflect the expertise of content producers.
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1. Introduction

Reputation systems are well-known and widely-applied mechanisms used to enforce

certain rules in online communities. They are particularly important and studied

in the context of e-commerce [1, 5, 7, 10]; however, various implementations of such

mechanisms are also introduced to different types of services, such as those devoted to

content sharing (like reddit1) or those supporting sharing knowledge (like Q&A ser-

vices). In such communities, the role of reputation systems is twofold. First of all

– they provide motivation for remaining an active provider of high-quality content.

On the other hand, reputation also substitutes for an expertise metric in various

types of ranks, and is therefore strongly associated with the credibility of a commu-

nity member. Researchers have already tried to speculate which properties of the

produced content may be good expertise indicators [4] and tried to propose alter-

native reputation algorithms. The accuracy of the proposed approaches (in terms

of reflecting user expertise) was evaluated against some reference metric and com-

pared to solutions implemented in real communities. Nevertheless, in such solutions,

a single modification of a thread associated with a certain question usually requires

multiple reputation score recalculations. To the best of our knowledge, there is no

extensive study of models utilizing temporal statistics to dynamically self- adjust the

impact of a single-answer evaluation on the reputation of its producer in the context

of Q&A platforms. In this work, we study whether replacing the set of fixed rules with

such self-adjusting values can potentially make a reputation score a better expertise

metric. The proposed models do not require any reputation gain recalculations when

statistics change, so they are still computationally simple and easy to understand.

We compare the performance of the proposed approaches to the standard reputation

system (implemented by Q&A websites from the Stack Exchange2 family) as well as

the collaboration-based approach proposed by McNally et al. [6].

2. Related work

Researchers have already noticed that, in Q&A systems, the popularity of certain

topics is the vital factor that influences the reputation of its contributors. This phe-

nomenon refers both to the popularity of the general topic (for instance, a particular

technology) and the popularity of the problem within the topic. The first aspect was

mentioned by Bosu et al. [2], who discovered that expertise in some topics provides

more opportunities to increase reputation by solving problems. However, unlike in

our work, Bosu et al. measured popularity in terms of the number of questions. On

the other hand, for each general topic, more- and less-common problems can be ex-

tracted. The first group yields more profits for contributors, but might not necessarily

be correlated with the difficulty of a particular question, as complex issues often tend

1http://reddit.com
2http://stackexchange.com/
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to be very specific or useful exclusively to experts. To mention some examples, there

is a question on Stack Overflow (see Figure 1 that has received a high number of

votes. This is obviously not posted to solve any important issue and does not require

extensive knowledge nevertheless, it allows the respondent to significantly boost his

reputation, even if the answer is not the first nor only one.

Figure 1. Stack Overflow – first example of an extremely popular question.

Figure 2. Stack Overflow – second example of an extremely popular question.

Apart from threads that have obviously been created for entertainment, there are

also extremely popular posts that are associated with sharing very basic knowledge

of a particular technology and can be answered with minimal effort, like the one

regarding Java (presented in Figure 2).

The phenomenon of using upvotes to underscore the usefulness or entertainment

value of posts makes it possible for community members to boost their reputations

with minimal effort by actively posting easy yet very common questions, or by solving

several common problems. The opportunity to utilize this mechanism is, to some

extent, limited by the Community Wiki3 feature, which disables automatic reputation

3http://meta.stackoverflow.com/questions/11740/what-are-community-wiki-posts
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increments when certain content gets upvoted. However, in many cases, the decision

whether a particular post should be owned by the entire community is made directly

by its members, so it depends both on user honesty and the individual interpretation

of the term.

There have been many proposals of a different set of rules for computing the

reputation of users and estimating the quality of posts on Stackoverflow. Romano

and Pinzger [9] propose an algorithm of calculating answer scores, which aims to

address the problem of the first answer having an advantage over those that follow,

due to the fact that the computed score does not depend on evaluation time, and

some of the voters might not have seen all of the answers at the moment of making

their evaluations. The proposed algorithm assigns different weights to the votes,

depending on the number of answers already posted when the evaluation was made.

However, this approach still allows users to exploit popular threads, and it has only

been studied in regards to whether this approach makes any difference in the system

(namely, whether such an algorithm would choose different best answers). No analysis

of how it is associated with the quality of the chosen content has been made.

McNally et al. [6] studied the impact of a collaboration-based reputation model

on Stack Exchange websites. For each answer with a score greater than zero, its pro-

ducer received a trust score proportional to the number of upvotes (in comparison to

the sum of scores of all answers in the particular thread). This reputation algorithm

has been evaluated by analyzing its correlation with the “ground-truth reputation

score”, which was computed using the accepted answer rate for each answerer. This

mechanism has also been proven to perform better than the original Stack Exchange

approach (the original reputation score was normalized by the highest score in the

system) as well as the Page Rank approach. The proposed solution helps to reduce the

impact of more-popular questions and promotes the less-popular (and probably more

costly to answer) ones, as they yield a better opportunity to maximize the potential

gain of having even only one upvote. However, this method has one disadvantage

– it requires the reputation of each question answerer to be recomputed every time

a vote is submitted to any of the answers in the particular thread. This yields poten-

tial problems, both for the system designer (most of the existing web services choose

to avoid such complexities and prefer to predefine a fixed set of possible reputation

modification options, which can be manually tuned if it is necessary) and user expe-

rience (which is crucial for communities that rely on members volunteering to submit

posts). For many users, it may be important to know that their reputation can only

be decreased when his or her content gets downvoted and that it cannot be affected

by changes of other answerer evaluations.

3. Experimental reputation systems

In this paper, we evaluate two experimental models. The first one (also referred to as

temporal question score-based) adjusts the weight of each answer upvote using the

temporal score of the associated question at the time of vote arrival. The reputation
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increment for answerer u, after receiving an upvote for the answer to question q at

time t, is computed according to the following formula:

reputationgain(u) =
1

|score(q,t)|+ 1
(1)

where |score(q,t)| is the absolute value of the score of question qy (for which the answer

is provided) at time t (which is the time of receiving an answer upvote). We use

absolute value, assuming that a good answer can also be provided for a downvoted

question. This model assumes that questions with a higher score are very often

common issues that are easy to solve. Therefore, they do not necessarily indicate

high expertise and should not be associated with an extremely high reputation gain.

The second model (also referred to as temporal answer number-based) is very

similar; however, it utilizes a temporal answer number at the time of vote arrival.

This approach should be more resilient to adversaries, as it takes more effort to

manipulate the number of answers than to control the question score using the voting

mechanism.

The reputation increment for answerer u, after receiving an upvote for the answer

to question q at time t, is computed according to the following formula:

reputationgain(u) =
1

|answers(q,t)|+ 1
(2)

where |answers(q,t)| is the number of answers to question q (for which the evaluated

answer is provided) at time t (which is the time of receiving an answer upvote). This

model assumes that multiple answers for a single question may indicate that more

users have some knowledge of the topic. Thus, such issue may be easier to solve and

should not be associated with an extremely high reputation score.

The proposed mechanisms do not introduce any punishment for submitting

a down-voted answer. Both of them also assume that we do not update reputation

gains when temporal statistics (used to compute them) change.

4. Analysis

In this section, we describe the dataset used in our analysis along with the research

methodology. In the last subsection, we present the preliminary results.

4.1. Dataset

For the purpose of our analysis, we have extracted the publicly-available data re-

garding the activity of users over one year from StackOverflow, which is one of the

most popular Q&A for programmers. The basic statistics regarding the dataset are

presented in Table 1. Event history used to compute user reputation according

to different algorithms consisted of post submissions (both questions and answers)

and the chosen post evaluation activities (namely upvotes, downvotes, and answer

acceptances).
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Table 1

Analyzed dataset statistics.

Portal Number of posts Number of votes Time span Number of users

Stackoverflow 922750 2704272 1 year 37171

4.2. Methodology

In order to provide some quality metric of the proposed approaches, we needed to

choose some reference metric. We have chosen the collaboration-based approach.

The main reason for our choice was that this approach does not promote popular

topics. There are a fixed number of reputation points to win (namely, one point

in the original proposal) for providing an answer to each question. The reputation

gain of each answerer depends on the share of upvotes compared to the total number

of upvotes in a particular thread. Such an environment makes it more profitable

to answer more-complex questions (as they may get fewer answers) and therefore

maximize the chance of winning 100% of the points offered for answering a single

question. Moreover, it does not depend on additional answer acceptances and allows

better solutions to eventually be promoted regardless of the time of posting an answer.

We have used the previously-described event trace and computed the reference

reputation score using the original collaboration-based algorithm. Both reference and

experimental reputation scores were normalized using the maximum reputation gen-

erated by the studied mechanism to keep all of the computed values within the 〈0, 1〉
range. After that, reference values were sorted in descending value and matched with

the corresponding values computed using the evaluated algorithms. Thus, we were

able to compare the final score of each user for both the reference and experimental

algorithms. Following McNally et. al. [6], we have computed Spearman correlations

between the normalized reference reputation scores in our experiments, and the ex-

perimental ones for the best n users from the reference rank, were n ∈ 50, 100, 150,

. . . , 500, all.

To additionally estimate the performance of the studied approaches, we have

also computed a benchmark reputation score, which was the standard StackOverflow

approach. In our calculations of the StackOverflow reputation scores, we have only

considered answer upvotes (increasing reputation by 10 points), answer downvotes

(decreasing reputation by 2 points) and answer acceptances (increasing reputation

by 15 points). We did not implement any additional rules (like reputation decrease

for downvoters, as there is no information about the voter in the publicly-available

dataset).

4.3. Reference metric considerations

In order to provide some quality metric of the collaboration-based approach, we have

used the previously-described event trace and computed reference reputation scores

using two different algorithms. The first one is a simple mechanism based on the
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answer acceptance rate, as proposed by McNally et al. [6]; however, we made one

important modification. This approach assigns higher weight to answers to those

questions that have received less attention from the community, and therefore received

fewer answers. Assuming Aqi being the entire set of answers to question i at the

end of the observed time period, the reputation score in this case is increased by
1
|Aqi |

for each accepted answer. This metric allows us to capture answers that have

indeed solved the problem stated by the question asker, and it is independent of

topic popularity, as there is only one point of reputation to gain for providing an

answer to a single question. Moreover, it rewards solving problems which may be

potentially more specialized, more difficult, or require additional effort (ex. some

experiments). Such intuition is supported by Pal et al. [8], who have verified the

hypothesis that experts tend to answer lower-value questions where higher value yields

a higher total answer score in a particular thread and the presence of an accepted

answer.

To some extent, the first reference metric incorporates question difficulty. For

each accepted answer, its author receives a number of points proportional to the total

number of answers to a particular question at the end of the observed time period.

This intuition is supported by the assumption that, the more users are able to provide

any solution to the problem (regardless its quality) or believe to have some knowledge

on the topic, the more common an issue is considered in this particular thread. On

the other hand, Hanrahan et.al. [3] proposed using the duration between the time

of posting a question and answer acceptance to estimate question difficulty. The

quality of this difficulty metric has not been verified in any way by the authors of

this proposal, and may have two potential drawbacks. It is unclear to what extent

the time needed to post an accepted answer estimates the actual difficulty of the

solved issue, and to what extent it is the estimator of some personal traits of the

question asker. We can imagine a community member who is extremely fastidious

and always waits for the most-accurate answer, another person who accepts even

a partial solution if it gives some good ideas quickly enough, or perhaps even a third

person who rarely uses the accept option at all. Nevertheless, we have decided to take

such a reference metric into consideration as well. In our analysis, we were not able

to extract the exact acceptance time from the public datadump (only the date was

provided). Instead, we chose to use the time needed to provide an answer that was

eventually accepted. If there was no accepted answer to a particular question available

in the dataset, we calculated the time between question posting and the date of the

last post available in the database. Later on, the times were normalized and used to

compute the potential new reference scores. For each answer acceptance, a community

member could increase his reputation by the amount of points proportional to the

time between posting the question and submitting the accepted answer.

To additionally estimate the performance of the collaboration-based approach, we

have also computed a benchmark reputation score (which was the standard StackOver-

flow approach). Both reference and experimental reputation scores were preprocessed

as described in section 4.2.
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The results for the first reference metric show that the performance of the

collaboration-based approach is significantly better than the Stack Overflow approach,

not only for the simple acceptance-rate-based approach (as described in the original

paper) but also for our weighted acceptance rate (see Figure 3). The results for the

second reference metric are presented in Figure 4. Interestingly, we can observe that,

for the group of best users, the correlations for both metrics are comparatively simi-

lar and extremely poor. Nevertheless, the collaboration-based reputation performance

seems to be as good as the Stack Overflow approach.

Number of best users

C
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n
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Figure 3. Weighted acceptance rate used as the reference reputation.
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Figure 4. Acceptance time used as the reference reputation.
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For evaluation purposes, we assume, that the behavior of honest content evalua-

tors is not altered by the new rules, as the proposed reputation score only affects the

reputations of question answerers. Adversary-resilience analysis is outside the scope

of this paper.

4.4. Experimental approaches evaluation

In our experiments, we have compared the benchmark approach and our experimental

reputation models to the collaboration-based reference score. The results for both

experimental reputation systems are depicted in Figure 5. As we can see, the temporal

question score-based approach is more successful in mimicking the collaboration-based

rank than the original StackOverflow approach. We can observe even better results in

the case of the second experimental mechanism (based on temporal answer number).

This improvement can be associated with one of the features of the reference metric;

namely, its indirect dependency on the answer number (the fewer different answers

available, the better chance of getting the largest reputation gain due to a lack of

competition). As previously mentioned, the temporal answer number-based model

is also potentially better in terms of adversary resilience, as it is more costly to

manipulate this statistic.

Number of best users
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50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 all (37 171)

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Temporal answer number based
Temporal question score based
Stack Overflow

Figure 5. Performance of the proposed reputation models.

5. Conclusions and future work

According to our preliminary results, it seems to be possible to incorporate tempo-

ral statistics into Q&A reputation systems. We have shown that such an approach,

although extremely simple, can also be surprisingly accurate with respect to our refer-

ence score. We are planning to further verify this hypothesis using data from different
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Q&A websites and investigate some more sophisticated reputation models involving

temporal statistics, along with their resilience to adversaries. We would also like to

verify the effectiveness of various reputation mechanisms in terms of user-expertise

approximation, utilize different reference scores (and take into account manually-

evaluated difficulty levels of a chosen set of questions), and check the computational

complexity of the proposed models.
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